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Abstract : Personnel scheduling aims to determine least-cost personnel schedules to meet the demand
for employees in each period of a planning horizon. In this article, we propose a heuristic, called Parallel
Stimulation of Disruptions Heuristic (PSDH), for solving a personnel scheduling problem. PSDH is a
new, integrated approach for this type of problem, which generates and affects shifts simultaneously.
It is based on the iterative stimulation/correction of a set of disruptions on certain employee schedules.
Each disruption is targeted according to predetermined probabilistic improvement scores, and repaired
using an algorithm inspired by the heuristic of Hassani et al. [15], which re-optimizes a schedule
following a minor disruption. The approach is also based on a partition of the current solution, which
is updated at each iteration to stimulate/repair the maximum number of disruptions in parallel. The
proposed algorithm has been tested on real-life instances involving up to 94 employees and 10 jobs.
PSDH found solutions of very good quality (2.01% from optimality on average) in fast computational
times (less than three minutes on average).

Keywords: Personnel scheduling, parallel iterative heuristic, partitioning, disruption simulation
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1 Introduction

Personnel scheduling problems are common in many areas such as retail, transport, healthcare and

industrial production. There are many variations of the problem depending on the environment in

which the work is performed. In the non-continuous environment, we work during the day with fixed

opening and closing hours (e.g., in superstores), whereas in a continuous environment, work is carried

out 24 hours a day (e.g., in hospitals, factories). Our focus of study in this paper is on retail, which

can be seen as part of the non-continuous environment because most of the work is done during the

day but some limited activities may also be conducted overnight. In retail, payroll expenses constitute

the major operating costs for a company. Since the reduction of these costs has a direct impact on

a retailer’s ability to lower the price of goods, competition drives companies to develop new tools to

reduce payroll costs. New strategies aimed at improving personnel scheduling can be powerful tools

for reducing such costs.

Often, companies manage many employees with various qualifications. Producing an appropriate

schedule that minimizes labor costs and meets demand, while respecting union and legislative con-

straints, can be a challenging task. For this reason, many employers are interested in optimization

software. Consequently, many operations research projects are carried out with the goal of improving

scheduling software. Since the exact resolution of these complex problems is very costly in terms of

computing time, most of the proposed methods are heuristics, which sacrifice the guarantee of op-

timality in favor of producing a high-quality schedule in a reasonable amount of time. Research is

increasingly focused on reducing this computational time while maintaining the quality of the schedule

adopted in the end.

In this paper, we develop a heuristic, called Parallel Stimulation of Disruptions Heuristic (PSDH),

that optimizes a personnel schedule. PSDH is inspired by the heuristic proposed by Hassani et al. [15]

for the real-time re-optimization of a personnel schedule after a minor disruption. We place ourselves

in a multi-job context with very heterogeneous personnel in terms of availability, qualifications, and

authorized working hours per day. Our context is also characterized by a demand which can fluctuate

at any time of the planning horizon. This means we can have shifts that can start and end at many

different times during the same day.

1.1 Literature review

In the early 1950s, Edie [9] proposed a heuristic method to optimize the waiting time of vehicles
arriving at New York toll booths. A few months later, Dantzig [7] proposed solving the same problem

using a linear integer program, presenting a model capable of providing a personnel schedule to meet

the needs in question at a lower cost. The Dantzig study has become a benchmark, and researchers have

sought to improve this model in order, among other things, to adapt it to other personnel scheduling

problems. For more background on the topic, several survey papers on personnel scheduling [4, 6, 10]

can be consulted.

Personnel scheduling problems are combinatorial in nature and are often characterized by the

presence of several conflicting constraints. To solve these complex problems, many researchers have

developed metaheuristics, sacrificing the guarantee of optimality in exchange for a very good quality

solution. Among those metaheuristics that have proven their efficiency, we find local search methods

whose approach consists in iteratively improving just one solution at a time. These methods are based

on two essential elements (i) a neighborhood structure and (ii) a procedure which induces a topology

on this neighborhood. Simulated annealing [17], tabu search [13, 14], and variable neighborhood

search [20] are the most popular local search methods.

Most works that have addressed personnel scheduling problems are associated with the hospital

domain (for example, scheduling nurses [6, 18]). This area has a very limited number of possible shifts

(for example, 7am to 3pm, 3pm to 11pm, and 11pm to 7am). Demand is often expressed by the

number of shifts required for a job. In addition, this domain is generally characterized by the presence
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of several different horizontal constraints (for example, on shift type sequences or days off patterns),

which makes it less flexible than the retail domain but still very challenging.

For personnel scheduling problems, we distinguish two types of approaches proposed in the liter-

ature (i) explicit approaches, which consist in choosing the shifts retained among sets of enumerated

candidate shifts [1, 9, 11, 19, 24] and (ii) the implicit approaches wherein potential shifts are not

enumerated a priori but rather built during the solution process [2, 12, 16, 21, 23]. In a context sim-

ilar to ours, in 2004, Musliu et al. [22] proposed an implicit tabu search method in order to choose

a set of shifts among four types of shifts (each type is characterized by a start time window and a

duration window), and to determine the number of employees needed for each shift. In this study, the

neighborhood is determined by the following moves: add/remove a shift, change the start/duration

of a shift, and change the number of employees needed for a shift type on a given day. Compound

moves are also used. To avoid local minimums, two tabu lists are used: one in which we record the

inverse of the moves performed, the other in which we record the solutions found. Note that the final

assignment of employees to shifts, depending on their availability and qualifications, is not considered

in their context (unlike ours). The same problem was studied in later works [3, 8, 25].

In 2017, Bonutti et al. [5] addressed a variant of the problem considered by Musliu et al. [22] that

involves several jobs (namely, 2 or 3 jobs) and new shift types containing breaks. They proposed a local

search method based on simulated annealing. The neighborhood was defined using moves like those

defined above. But here they considered two types of neighborhoods, the first of which is formed using

all the basic moves, except for one move with which the second neighborhood is defined. It turned out

that the sequential search on these two neighborhoods worked better than the classical neighborhood

search using all the moves at the same time.

1.2 Discussions and contributions

From the literature review, we can make the following observations on personnel scheduling in the

retail field:

- The retail field is rarely discussed in the literature;

- When the personnel are heterogeneous, only explicit approaches are used. Indeed, all of the

implicit approaches proposed aim to find an anonymous schedule in which the characteristics

of the employees are omitted. When these characteristics are very different, the assignment of

anonymous shifts to employees is not obvious.

In this paper, we discuss the global optimization of a retail personnel schedule by introducing PSDH,

an integrated method that generates and assigns shifts simultaneously during resolution. We place

ourselves in a context which is characterized by a demand which can fluctuate at any time of the given

horizon, with very heterogeneous personnel in terms of availability, qualifications, and authorized

working hours per day. On the one hand, this context offers a certain flexibility for the construction of

the schedule. On the other hand, this flexibility leads to very combinatorial problems that are difficult

to solve. To overcome these problems, we develop an algorithm that stimulates minor disruptions in

the current solution and then repairs them using an algorithm inspired by that of Hassani et al. [15],

which allows the correction of only one disruption at a time. The main design challenges consist in

the choice of the disruptions to be stimulated and in the partitioning of the current solution, which is

updated dynamically, and which must be considered during the resolution in order to deal with the

maximum number of disruptions in parallel.

1.3 Paper structure

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define notions that are used subsequently, and

we formulate the problem. In Section 3, we start by introducing terminology and concepts that will

be useful for us in describing PSDH. Thereafter, we detail this heuristic as well as the procedures on

which it relies. In Section 4, we present and analyze the results of our numerical experiments. Finally,

conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2 Problem formulation

In this section, we start by stating some general concepts and then we formulate the personnel

scheduling problem that must be solved to find optimal employee schedules. Finally, we present an

integer linear programming model for this problem.

2.1 General notions

A few days in advance (or even a few weeks), the employer must be able to inform his employees

about their working days and days off, as well as the jobs they will have to perform for a given horizon

(generally one week). The employer, in planning the schedule, seeks to minimize the company’s

expenses related to the payroll while considering the following:

• Satisfaction of demand : Faced with customer demand, the company must be able to respond to

customers with a reasonable number of employees. If there are too few of them, the demand will

obviously not be met. Having too many employees is likewise suboptimal, because the company

can a priori mobilize less, while maintaining its quality of service. Either way, it is losing money.

In our study, we consider that the number of clients to be served can be equivalently expressed

as the number of employees required for the service. Consequently, the demand will hereafter be

expressed by the number of employees required.

• Working hours constraints: Unions as well as labor laws impose a number of constraints related

to employee schedules. Among these, we find a minimum and maximum duration for a shift (i.e.,

an employee’s working time for one day); a maximum working time for the week; a minimum

rest time between two shifts; and a minimum number of rest days per week.

• Employee qualifications: Each employee is qualified to perform a subset of the jobs. The employer

will not assign a job to an employee who does not have the necessary qualifications.

• Employee availability : The availability of each employee may vary from day to day. If a shift

overlaps with an employee’s downtime, then it cannot be assigned to that employee.

We are interested in the basic planning problem described by Hassani et al. [15]. It consists in

finding an optimal (or near-optimal) work schedule for a set of employees E and for a set of jobs W,

over a 7-day horizon H “ t1, . . . , 7u. The horizon is discretized in periods of 15 minutes (a different

discretization could be used). Let P be the set of these periods. We denote by Ph the restriction of

set P to day h P H. Subsequently, we characterize a shift s by its start period bs P P, its end period

fs P P, and its length in periods lsp“ fs ´ bs ` 1q. We also assume that this shift is associated with

a single job ws P W. The demand, expressed in the number of employees required for job w P W in

the period p P P, is given by dwp . Each employee e P E is qualified for a set of jobs We Ď W and

available for periods Pe Ď P. We denote by Phe the subset of periods in Pe of the day h P H. We

denote by Seh the set of shifts that can be proposed for employee e P E during day h P H. A shift

s belongs to Seh if piq bs P Ph, piiq ws P We, piiiq tbs, . . . , fsu Ă Pe, and pivq le ď ls ď l̄e, where le
(resp. l̄e) is the minimum (resp. maximum) duration for which the employee e can work continuously

during a day. Under-coverage (having fewer employees than demand at a given period) is prohibited

and over-coverage (having more employees than demand at a given period) is penalized.

Under these conditions, there is a risk of not finding a feasible work schedule if there are not enough

personnel available to cover the entire demand. To avoid this infeasibility, the use of anonymous shifts

is permitted. Anonymous shifts are shifts that are not assigned to any employee but are counted

as shifts performed to meet demand. Usually, these shifts are assigned to employees from another

department, or to temporary employees just prior to operations. We denote by SA the complete set of

anonymous shifts and by SAh the subset of anonymous shifts proposed during day h P H. The length

of each anonymous shift must be between two limits, lA and l̄A.

The employer’s goal is not only to minimize labor costs, but also to avoid penalties for anonymous

shifts and over-coverage. All these costs are not necessarily real costs incurred by the company, but

they correspond to a structure penalizing those situations we wish to avoid in the schedule. They
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also ensure equity between employees in terms of the number of hours worked over the time horizon.

Indeed, there is a strictly increasing function on the remuneration levels KL “ t1, 2, . . . , |KL|u. Each

level is made up of 8 hours of work (a different duration could be used). For example, if an employee

e works 20 hours, then the first 8 hours will be paid up to c0 per period, the second 8 hours up to τc0
per period (where τ is the growth rate), and finally the last 4 hours will be paid up to τ2c0 per period.

We say, then, that the remuneration of e reaches level 3. The remuneration at level k P KL and the

number of periods on this level are denoted cLk and nLk , respectively.

The penalty incurred by using an anonymous shift s P SA is proportional to the shift length and

is given by cY ls, where cY is a unit penalty large enough to favor covering the demand with regular

shifts. Over-coverage penalties are defined to ensure that over-coverage is spread across multiple

periods whenever possible. Indeed, it is usually better to have, e.g., an extra employee at two different

periods than two extra employees at the same period. Consequently, the over-coverage penalties also

follow a strictly increasing step-wise function defined by a set of levels KV “ t1, 2, . . . , |KV |u and a

penalty rate cVk per employee on level k P KV . The number of periods on level k P KV is denoted nVk .

If we assume that we have the sets of anonymous shifts proposed, as well as the sets of shifts

proposed for each employee e P E , then we can view the desired schedule as a solution of an integer

linear program (ILP). The decision variables of this program make it possible to select (i) for each

employee, certain shifts among his personalized shifts and (ii) a set of anonymous shifts among those

proposed. If these sets are constructed in an exact way (i.e., all feasible shifts are considered), then

the established schedule is an optimal schedule. Otherwise, these sets are generated heuristically and

the returned schedule represents a sub-optimal schedule for the real planning problem. In this case,

the quality of the schedule is strongly dependent on the efficiency of the heuristic used to generate the

potential shifts.

2.2 Mathematical model

The proposed ILP also uses the following notation:

Constants

nR: Minimum duration, in periods, of rest between two consecutive shifts assigned to the same employee;
nO: Minimum number of days off for each employee;
apsw: Binary parameter equal to 1 if shift s P S covers job w PW in period p P P, 0 otherwise;

Constants

Xh
es: Binary variable equal to 1 if we assign shift s P Seh to employee e P E on day h P H, 0 otherwise;
Ohe : Binary variable which indicates the assignment of a day off to employee e P E on day h P H;
Ys: Integer variable which counts the number of times anonymous shift s P SA is used;
Lke : Integer variable which gives the number of periods worked by employee e P E, on level k P KL;

V kpw : Integer variable which specifies the number of over-coverage for job w PW ı̀n period p on level k P KV ;

Given this notation, the personnel scheduling problem considered can be formulated as the follow-

ing ILP:

Minimize
ÿ

ePE

ÿ

kPKL

cLkL
k
e `

ÿ

sPSA

cY lsYs `
ÿ

pPP

ÿ

wPW

ÿ

kPKV

cVk V
kp
w (1)

subject to:
ÿ

sPSe
h

Xh
es `O

h
e “ 1, @e P E , h P H (2)

ÿ

hPH

Ohe ě nO, @e P E (3)

ÿ

hPH

ÿ

sPSe
h

lsX
h
es ´

ÿ

kPKL

Lke “ 0, @e P E (4)

M Oh`1
e `

ÿ

sPSe
h`1

bsX
h`1
es ´

ÿ

sPSe
h

pfs ` 1` nRqXh
es ě 0, @e P E , h P Hzt7u (5)
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ÿ

ePE

ÿ

hPH

ÿ

sPSe
h

apswX
h
es `

ÿ

sPSA

apswYs ´
ÿ

kPKV

V kpw “ dpw, @p P P, w PW (6)

Xh
es P t0, 1u, @e P E , h P H, s P Seh (7)

Ohe P t0, 1u, @e P E , h P H (8)

Lke P r0, n
L
k s, integer, @e P E , k P KL (9)

Ys ě 0, integer, @s P SA (10)

V kpw P r0, nVk s, integer, @w PW, p P P, k P KV. (11)

The objective function (1) minimizes the sum of the labor costs and the penalties incurred by the

anonymous shifts and the over-coverage. Constraints (2) ensure that each employee is assigned to a

shift or to a day off for each day in horizon H. Constraints (3) impose a minimum of nO days off

for each employee. The distribution of the work periods for each employee on the different levels of

KL is calculated by the constraints (4). Note that the relationships between cLk costs ensure that

the cheapest levels are always used first. The constraints (5) enforce a rest of at least nR periods

between shifts assigned to the same employee on two consecutive days. For each job and each period,

the constraints (6) guarantee that the demand is covered by a sufficient number of employees or

anonymous shifts. They also make it possible to calculate the amount of over-coverage on each level

of KV . Finally, the domains of the decision variables are limited by (7)–(11).

Let X be the set of feasible schedules for this problem. For a feasible schedule x P X , we denote by

SAx , all the anonymous shifts present in schedule x. Furthermore, Sxpe, hq represents the shift reserved

for employee e P E on day h P H. By misuse of language, we say that an employee is assigned to a

zero shift, noted s0phq, when the employee is off on day h P H. In this case, we have Sxpe, hq “ s0phq.

Finally, we consider the following two functions.

Vpe, rd1, d2sq is equal to 1 if employee e P E is available between periods d1 and d2 and can work for

the duration d2 ´ d1 ` 1, and to 0 otherwise;

Qpe, wq is equal to 1 if employee e P E is qualified for job w PW, and to 0 otherwise.

Thus, a shift s can be assigned to employee e if Ape, sq :“ Vpe, rbs, fssq ˆQpe, wsq “ 1.

3 Solution algorithm

PSDH is an integrated algorithm which generates/assigns shifts simultaneously for each specific

employee during resolution. It is based on basic moves, called generating decisions, which generate

new feasible/infeasible solutions from a given solution. It iteratively stimulates/corrects a set of well-

targeted disruptions according to certain probabilistic scores, guiding PSDH to perform an effective

search. Two clustering procedures are used to generate a set of subproblems which will be dealt with

in parallel. On each subproblem, we stimulate a disruption that leads us, generally, to an infeasible

solution. So, we define a neighborhood on this subproblem, whose size is determined by a bound on

the number of modifications required to correct the disruption and return to the feasible space.

In the first part of this section, we introduce the terminology and concepts that are useful for

describing and formalizing our procedures. Next, we describe the clustering algorithms used before

presenting the scores on which we base our choice for the type of disruption to be stimulated in each

subproblem. Finally, we detail the proposed heuristic.

3.1 Concepts and terminology

In order to move around the solution space X , we introduce the following types of generating

decisions gS , gX , gSA and gXA:

gSph, e1, e2q: Swaps shift assignment for employees e1 and e2 during day h;

gXph, e1, e2, lq: Extends a shift of e1 so as to cover the first or last l shift periods of e2 during day h;
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gSAph, e, sq: Assigns the anonymous shift s to employee e during day h, and replaces the current shift

of employee e, if different from s0phq, with an anonymous shift;

gXAph, e, s, lq: Consists in extending the shift of e so as to cover the l first or last periods of the

anonymous shift s during day h.

The application of a generating decision may lead to an infeasible solution (for example, for gSAph, e, sq

if Ape, sq “ 0). This will imply the need to apply a sequence of generating decisions pg1, g2, . . . , gmq

to obtain a feasible solution. When the sequence pg1, g2, . . . , gmq is minimal, in the sense that each

subsequence pg1, g2, . . . , gnq with n ă m leads to an infeasible solution, we say that the sequence

pg1, g2, . . . , gmq represents an elementary decision. Let ng be the maximum number of generating

decisions that can form an elementary decision.

Algebraically, the application of an elementary decision pg1, g2, . . . , gmq can be seen as a transition

vector d between a feasible solution x P X and another feasible solution y P X , i.e., d “ y ´ x. We

denote by Dpxq the set of all elementary decisions admissible from solution x P X . Each decision

d P Dpxq generates a number of modifications nd and a cost cd that can be negative if the decision

improves the current solution or non-positive otherwise. Note that we define a modification as any

change to an employee’s schedule or an anonymous shift after making a sequence of decisions. When

this sequence brings several changes to the schedule of the same employee, or to the same anonymous

shift on the same day, these changes are counted as a single modification. In the following, any sequence

δ of elementary decisions is called a policy. If δ “ pd1, d2, . . . , dmq, we say that δ is a policy of size

m. The application of this policy generates a sequence of feasible solutions txi “ xi´1 ` diu
m
i“1. In

this case, we characterize policy δ by cost ϕcpδq “
řm
i“1 cdi and by the number of modifications ϕnpδq

(the modifications made to the initial solution x0 in order to obtain the solution xm). Let Πpxq be

the set of admissible policies from x P X . We denote by Πpx,Φnq “ tδ P Πpxq|ϕnpδq ď Φnu the subset

of policies such that the number of changes generated is less than Φn. Let Eδ (resp. Sδq be the set of

employees (resp. anonymous shifts) involved in policy δ.

Let x P X be a feasible solution, nAx phq the number of anonymous shifts on day h P H, and

Expkq Ă E the set of employees such that their remuneration reaches level k P KL. We denote by

nxpkq the cardinality of this set. For each employee e P E , we denote by pxpeq (resp. rxpeq) the total

number of periods programmed for employee e (resp. the number of days off) in schedule x. With

these notations, we define the vectors NA
x “ pn

A
x phqqhPH, Nx “ pnxpkqqkPKL , PxpE

1

q “ ppxpeqqePE 1 , and

RxpE
1

q “ prxpeqqePE 1 where E 1 Ă E .

For each day h P H, we define the function disth which will help us ”measure” the flexibility of

changes which may be made between the schedules of two employees:

disth : E ˆ E ÝÑ r0, 1s

pe1, e2q ÞÝÑ

´

1´
|Phe1 X Phe2 |
|Phe1 Y Phe2 |

¯|We1XWe2 |

.

The term 1 ´
|Ph

e1
XPh

e2
|

|Ph
e1
YPh

e2
|

measures the percentage of overlap between subsets Phe1 and Phe2 for two

employees e1 and e2 during day h. We choose to weight this percentage according to the number of jobs

for which the two employees e1 and e2 are qualified. In addition, this score depends only on the initial

data of the problem and not on a particular solution. Thereafter, for a given vector q “ pqiq1ďiďn
where qi P ra, bs, we define varpqq:

varpqq “
1
n

řn
i“1 q

2
i ´ p

1
n

řn
i“1 qiq

2

b2 ´ a2
.

The closer varpqq is to 1, the greater the dispersion of the qi values. Thereafter, we use varpNA
x q,

varpNxq, varpPxq, varpRxq and disth to define clusters for the problem and choose the type of disrup-

tion to stimulate in each subproblem considered.
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We call pC1pxq, C2pxq, . . . , Cζpxqq a clustering of the problem from solution x into ζ subproblems if

Cipxq “ pEi,SAi pxqq,@i P t1, . . . , ζu, are such that:

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

ζ
ď

i“1

Ei “ E

Ei
č

Ej “ H, @i ‰ j

ζ
ď

i“1

SAi pxq “ SApxq

SAi pxq
č

SAj pxq “ H, @i ‰ j.

For each subproblem Cpxq, we denote by Πpx, φn, Cpxqq the subset of policies of Πpx,Φnq which only

involve employees and anonymous shifts present in the subproblem Cpxq. If δ P Πpx,Φn, Cpxqq and

δ
1

P Πpx,Φn, C 1pxqq where Cpxq and C 1pxq are two subproblems not necessarily coming from the same

clustering, we say that the two policies are compatible if Eδ X Eδ1 “ H and SAδ XSA
δ1
“ H. In this case

we have δ‘ δ
1

P Πpxq, where the symbol ‘ indicates the concatenation of policies δ and δ
1

. In essence,

all policies associated with subproblems of the same clustering are compatible.

We consider a subproblem C̄pxq “ pĒ , S̄Apxqq. The application of a generating decision gY , with

Y P tS,X, SA,XAu, EgY Ă Ē and SAgY Ă S̄Apxq, can be seen as a stimulation of disruption in

the subproblem C̄pxq. If this generating decision leads us to an infeasible solution, then this disrup-

tion requires a correction by applying other generating decisions to arrive at a feasible solution. If

not, then that decision, in itself, is an elementary decision. When a generating decision gY of type

Y P tS,X, SA,XAu acts as a disruption stimulant, we use the following notation: pgY . In order to

find a policy δ P Πpx,Φn, C̄pxqq formed by m elementary decisions, we need to stimulate at least m

disruptions. Moreover, if the cost of this policy ϕcpδq is negative, then we say that policy δ is im-

proving. Subsequently, we denote by Π̄px,Φn, C̄pxqq (resp. Π̄pxq) the subset of improving policies of

Πpx,Φn, C̄pxqq (resp. Πpxq).

Let δ̄pxq P arg minδPΠ̄pxq ϕ
cpδq. It is easy to see that the solution x ` δ̄pxq P X is an optimal

solution of the problem. Our goal then is to find or approximate policy δ̄pxq. For this, we propose

using policies in Π̄px,Φn, Cipxqq, i P t1, 2, . . . , ζu, where ζ is the number of subproblems considered.

The challenge is to identify subproblems on which to stimulate and correct disruptions pgY such that

the resulting solutions yield a cost improvement. The choice of each type of disruption is based on

scores that emulate the probability that the disruption pgY leads us to a policy of Π̄px,Φn, C̄pxqq. The

subproblems considered and their number are dynamically updated during the resolution according to

certain quantities (defined subsequently). The notion of compatibility between policies allows us to

use parallel programming; the subproblems considered are dealt with simultaneously.

3.2 Clustering

To build the subproblems that will be later used in PSDH, we need to group together some em-

ployees and some anonymous shifts in a given feasible schedule. To do so, we propose two clustering

algorithms called clusteringE and clusteringA.

In clusteringE (Algorithm 1), we start with the partitioning of the set of employees E (Steps 4–8)

so that each set Ei contains the minimum number of employees of Expkq for each level k P KL.

This allows us to have Ei sets such that varpPxpEiqq is quite significant. Indeed, the set Ei contains

employees working too much in schedule x, and others working too less. Then, for each anonymous

shift s P SApxq and set Ei, we calculate a score µipsq (Step 13) which approximates the ”probability”

that this anonymous shift be worked, totally or partially, by the employees of Ei. This score takes into

account the qualifications and availability of the employees in question. Note that the term associated

with qualifications, namely nq, is more heavily weighted because even if an employee is unavailable to

work for the entire anonymous shift s (i.e., Vpe, rbs, fssq “ 0), he can work a partial shift (for example,
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using the decision gXA). Finally, the anonymous shift s is assigned to the subproblem with the largest

score.

Algorithm 1 : clusteringE

input : initial schedule x;
number of subproblems ζ ;

output : subproblems pC1, C2, . . . , Cζq;
1 for i P t1, . . . , ζu do
2 Ei ÐH; SAi pxq Ð H;

3 iÐ 1;

4 foreach k P KL do
5 foreach e P Expkq do
6 Ei Ð Ei Y teu ;
7 if i ă ζ then iÐ i` 1;
8 else iÐ 1;

9 foreach s P SApxq do
10 for i P t1, . . . , ζu do

11 nq Ð
|tePEi|Qpe,wsq“1u|

|Ei|
;

12 nd Ð
|tePEi|Vpe,rbs,fssq“1u|

|Ei|
;

13 µipsq Ð n2
d nq ;

14 i0 Ð arg max
iPt1,...,ζu

µipsq;

15 SAi0 pxq Ð SAi0 pxq Y tsu;

16 for i P t1, . . . , ζu do
17 Ci Ð pEi,SAi pxqq;
18 return pC1, C2, . . . , Cζq;

Unlike clusteringE, clusteringA (Algorithm 2) begins by forming the sets SApxq. Then, we

assign employees to the subproblem that contains the most anonymous shifts likely to be worked by

the employee in question (Step 12). We denote by CEpx, ζq (resp. CApx, ζq) the set of subproblems

returned by clusteringE (resp. clusteringA).

Algorithm 2 : clusteringA

input : initial schedule x;
number of subproblems ζ ;

output : subproblems pC1, C2, . . . , Cζq;
1 for i P t1, . . . , ζu do
2 Ei ÐH; SAi pxq Ð H;

3 iÐ 1;

4 foreach s P SAx do
5 SAi pxq Ð SAi pxq Y tsu;
6 if i ă ζ then iÐ i` 1;
7 else iÐ 1;

8 foreach e P E do
9 for i P t1, . . . , ζu do

10 ρipeq Ð |ts P SAi pxq|Ape, sq “ 1u|;

11 i0 Ð arg max
iPt1,...,ζu

ρipsq;

12 Ei0 Ð Ei0 Y teu ;

13 for i P t1, . . . , ζu do
14 Ci Ð pEi,SAi pxqq;
15 return pC1, C2, . . . , Cζq;

3.3 Disruption stimulation

Once the problem has been partitioned into subproblems by Algorithms 1 and 2, disruptions must

be stimulated in each subproblem. Let x P X and ζ P N˚. We consider a subproblem C̄pxq “ pĒ , S̄Apxqq
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of CEpx, ζqYCApx, ζq. Since we are only interested in improving policies, we only stimulate generating

decisions likely to generate elementary decisions with a ”very” negative cost. Stimulating several

disruptions of different types and choosing the best one, that of the most negative cost, seems very

time-consuming. Therefore, for our purposes, we define an order in which we stimulate, as quickly as

possible, a disruption of a certain type Y P tS,X, SA,XAu. For example, the order pSA,XA, S,Xq

indicates that we try to stimulate a disruption of type gSA first. If this is not possible, we will try to

stimulate a disruption of type gXA, and so on. To find an order which maximizes the chance of quickly

stimulating a ”good” disruption, we define the following scores νS , νX , νSA and νXA:

νSpC̄pxqq “
“

varpPxpĒqq
‰1´varpRxpĒqq

(12)

νXpC̄pxqq “
“

varpPxpĒqq
‰varpRxpĒqq

(13)

νSApC̄pxqq “ |S̄Apxq|

d

ř

ePĒ rxpeq

|H||Ē |
(14)

νXApC̄pxqq “ |S̄Apxq|

d

1´

ř

ePĒ rxpeq

|H||Ē |
. (15)

The score νY pC̄pxqq, Y P tS,X, SA,XAu, emulates the probability that the stimulation of disruption
pgY improves the current solution by obtaining an elementary decision of Dpxq with a negative cost. In

other words, νY pC̄pxqq allows us to see if the subproblem C̄pxq represents a good basis for stimulating

disruptions of type Y P tS,X, SA,XAu which will subsequently allow us to generate improving policies.

The formulas (12)–(15) are inspired from the following observations. Denote by Ē´ (resp. Ē`) all

the employees of Ē who work less (resp. more) than the average employee working time p̄x “
ř

ePĒ pxpeq

|Ē| .

If varpPxpĒqq is high (i.e., the variability of values pxpeq, e P Ē , is significant), we will have a better

chance of reducing the cost with gS and gX , by making the employees of E´ (resp. E`) work more

(resp. less). When varpRxpĒqq is high, then we have employees who have a lot of days off and others

who have less. In this case, the disruption stimulation using gS may eventually lead us to elementary

decisions Dpxq with negative cost. If varpRxpĒqq is low, it would imply that the assignment of rest

days is relatively homogeneous among employees of Ē . In this case, νXpC̄pxqq favors the generating

decisions gX . On the other hand, when |S̄Apxq| is high, then the stimulation of a disruption using

gSA and gXA looks interesting. Indeed, by nature, these two decisions reduce the number of periods

covered by anonymous shifts, which implies a reduction in the cost of the current solution. In order to

choose between gSA and gXA, we consider the value
ř

ePĒ rxpeq

|H||Ē| , which represents the attendance rate

on rest days for employees of Ē over horizon H. If this value is high then we favor the decision gSA,

in order to remove an anonymous shift and assign it to an employee who is supposed to be off duty in

solution x. Otherwise, if 1 ´
ř

ePĒ rxpeq

|H||Ē| is high, then decision gXA is favored. Indeed, in this case, we

have several shifts assigned to employees that can be modified to shorten anonymous shifts S̄Apxq.

Nonetheless, to determine the order in which we simulate a disruption, we do not compare the

scores νS , νX , νSA and νXA. Instead, we consider the default order pSA,XA, S,Xq and move to

the end of this sequence any stimulation type Y P tS,X, SA,XAu such that νY pC̄pxqq ă νY0 , where

νY0 is a predefined parameter value in s0, 1r. For example, if νSApC̄pxqq ă νSA0 , νXApC̄pxqq ě νXA0 ,

νSpC̄pxqq ă νS0 and νXpC̄pxqq ě νX0 , then the order becomes pXA,X, SA, Sq.

Algorithms 3–6 describe the functions used to stimulate a disruption of each type. In these algo-

rithms, we say that a generating decision gY , where Y P tS,X, SA,XAu, is a candidate if making the

decision gY produces a schedule of work that respects (i) employee availability/qualifications and (ii)

the minimum rest duration between two consecutive shifts. In function stimulateDisruptionS (resp.

stimulateDisruptionX), that is Algorithm 3 (resp. 4), we look for a generating decision gS (resp.

gX) that swaps (resp. modifies) two shifts assigned to two employees, e1 and e2, whose difference

in remuneration levels is maximum and for which the exchange of working hours would reduce the

time worked by the employee at the largest remuneration level. In this case, the cost of the decision
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generated could be significantly negative. Note that, in these two algorithms, the distance between

each pair of employees is used in Step 6 to speed up the search by eliminating all pairs with a distance

above a predefined threshold dist0. Indeed, when the distance is important between two employees,

the flexibility to exchange working hours between the schedules of these two employees is minimal

and it becomes difficult (if not impossible) to generate an elementary decision from this generating

decision.

Algorithm 3 : Function stimulateDisruptionS

input : subproblem C̄ “ pĒ, S̄Apxqq;
output : generating decision gS ;

1 k̄ Ð |KL|;
2 while k̄ ě 2 do
3 foreach e1 P Ē X Expk̄q do
4 foreach k P t1, . . . , k̄ ´ 1u do
5 foreach h P H do
6 foreach e2 P

`

Ē X Expkq
˘

zte1u | disthpe1, e2q ď dist0 do
7 s1 Ð Sxpe1, hq;
8 s2 Ð Sxpe2, hq;
9 if ls1 ą ls2 and gSph, e1, e2q is a candidate then

10 return gSph, e1, e2q;

11 k̄ Ð k̄ ´ 1;

12 return NIL;

Algorithm 4 : Function stimulateDisruptionX

input : subproblem C̄ “ pĒ, S̄Apxqq;
output : generating decision gX ;

1 k̄ Ð |KL|;
2 while k̄ ě 1 do
3 foreach e1 P Ē X Expk̄q do
4 foreach k P t1, . . . , k̄ ´ 1u do
5 foreach h P H do
6 foreach e2 P Ē X Expkq | disthpe1, e2q ď dist0 do
7 s1 Ð Sxpe1, hq;
8 s2 Ð Sxpe2, hq;
9 for l “ ls2 ´ 1 to 1 do

10 if gXph, e1, e2, lq is a candidate then
11 return gXph, e1, e2, lq;

12 k̄ Ð k̄ ´ 1;

13 return NIL;

Algorithm 5 : Function stimulateDisruptionSA

input : subproblem C̄ “ pĒ, S̄Apxqq;
output : generating decision gSA;

1 foreach s P S̄Apxq do
2 foreach k P KL do
3 foreach e P Ē X Expkq do
4 s̄Ð Sxpe, hsq;
5 if ls̄ ą ls and gSAphs, e, sq is a candidate then
6 return gSAphs, e, sq;

7 return NIL;

Function stimulateDisruptionSA (Algorithm 5) allows us to find a generating decision gSA, mak-

ing an employee work more with the goal of reducing the total length of the anonymous shifts. When
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the employee in question does not work, the selected anonymous shift is eliminated. Note that, in

Step 4, the levels in KL are explored in increasing order to favor increasing the working time of an em-

ployee who works less. Finally, in function stimulateDisruptionXA (Algorithm 6), the same strategy

is used when looking for a generating decision gXA that will eliminate or shorten an anonymous shift

s P S̄Apxq. Elimination occurs when l “ ls in Step 4.

Algorithm 6 : Function stimulateDisruptionXA

input : subproblem C̄ “ pĒ, S̄Apxqq;
output : generating decision gXA;

1 foreach s P S̄Apxq do
2 foreach k P KL do
3 foreach e P Ē X Expkq | Sxpe, hsq ‰ s0phsq do
4 for l “ ls to 1 do
5 if gXAphs, e, s, lq is a candidate then
6 return gXAphs, e, s, lq;

7 return NIL;

Observe that applying a generating decision pgY returned by the Algorithms 3–6 can yield an

infeasible solution because not all employee schedule constraints are checked when determining the

candidate decisions. This ensures diversity in the search. Note also that the cost of the resulting

(feasible or infeasible) solution is less than that of the current solution in most cases.

3.4 PSDH

Algorithm 7 describes the main scheme of PSDH which invokes Algorithms 8–11 that will be

described later in this section. PSDH takes as inputs an initial solution x0 and a parameter ζ, which

represents the initial number of subproblems to be created by each of the clustering Algorithms 1 and 2.

It is made up of a while loop (Steps 2–17) which stops in Step 12 when the solution process is stalling

as discussed below. This loop contains an intensification phase (Steps 4–10) and a diversification

phase (Steps 14–17). In the intensification phase, an iterative improvement heuristic is executed,

invoking at each iteration the function parallelResolution (Algorithm 8) to perform a parallel

search. For each call, we calculate t2´ t1, the total time taken by the function to find policy δ P Π̄px̄q,

where x̄ P X is the current solution. If ϕcpδq ď c0pt2 ´ t1q where c0 ă 0 is a parameter indicating

an expected minimum cost reduction by time unit of computation, we estimate that the improvement

obtained at this iteration is sufficiently large to pursue the search from the updated solution x̄ ` δ.

Otherwise, the intensification phase stops because this solution is near optimal, or its decomposition

by the clustering algorithms has little chance to yield subproblems for which we can create potentially

good disruption stimulations. Note that the number of subproblems ζ̄ decreases in Step 10 whenever

the number of active subproblems a (i.e., the number of subproblems that return a policy) is less than

25% of the total number of subproblems considered (given by 2ζ̄). In this way, we increase the size of

the subproblems and, thus, the chance of generating policies that can improve the current solution.

The diversification phase consists in drastically modifying the current solution x̄ by calling the

function modifySolution (Algorithm 11). This function simply removes the schedules of nP employees,

where nP is set in Step 15 as the maximum number of employees on the same remuneration level. It

returns an update current solution x̄ and the cost increase cM incurred by this modification. Following

this modification, the number of subproblems ζ̄ to be created by each clustering algorithm is reset to

its initial value ζ (Step 17).

This iterative process, alternating between intensification and diversification, is repeated until

reaching an iteration where the correction made in the intensification phase does not yield a sufficient

cost reduction c´ compared to the cost increase cM incurred in the last diversification phase (Step 12),

i.e., until c´ ă p1`εqcM , where ε is a relatively small positive parameter value. Note that this stopping

criterion ensures that the algorithm terminates as soon as a cycle occurs (i.e., solution x̄ is the same

as in the last iteration in Step 12).
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Algorithm 7 : PSDH
input : initial solution x0;

number of subproblems ζ;
output : final solution x˚;

1 ζ̄ Ð ζ, x̄Ð x0, x˚ Ð x0, cM Ð8;
2 while true do
3 c´ Ð 0, δ Ð pq;

4 while ϕcpδq ď c0pt2 ´ t1q do
5 t1 Ðclock();

6 pδ, aq ÐparallelResolutionpx̄, ζ̄q;
7 t2 Ðclock();
8 x̄Ð x̄` δ;

9 c´ Ð c´ ´ ϕcpδq;

10 if a ď ζ̄
2

and ζ̄ ě 2 then ζ̄ Ð ζ̄ ´ 1;

11 if cJx̄ ă cJx˚ then x˚ Ð x̄;

12 if cM ‰ 8 and c´ ă p1` εqcM then return x˚;
13 else
14 k̄ Ð arg max

kPKL
|Expkq|;

15 nP Ð |Expk̄q|;
16 px̄, cM q Ð modifySolutionpx̄, nP q;

17 ζ̄ Ð ζ;

Described in Algorithm 8, function parallelResolution is the cornerstone of PSDH. It looks for

an improving policy δ P Π̄pxq of the current solution x P X . This policy is a combination of several

compatible policies, found in the 2ζ subproblems taken into consideration. It starts in Step 1 by calling

the algorithms clusteringE and clusteringA that creates ζ subproblems each, which are denoted

pC1pxq, C2pxq, . . . , C2ζpxqq. Then, in Step 3, 2ζ threads are reserved, one for each subproblem.

On each thread i P t1, . . . , 2ζu, Steps 5–13 are executed in parallel. On thread i, we attempt

to find a policy δi P Π̄px,Φn, Cipxqq. This policy is formed iteratively by first updating

the residual limit ϕ̄n on the number of modifications allowed in Step 8 before calling function

findElementaryDecisionpCipxq, ϕ̄nq (Algorithm 9) in Step 9. If δi contains at least one elementary

decision, we say that the subproblem Cipxq is active and set ai “ 1.

Once the resolution of the subproblems is completed, the following model (P) is solved in Step 14 to

find an optimal combination of compatible policies in tδiuiPt1,...,2ζu. In this model, wi, i P t1, . . . , 2ζu,
is a binary variable equal to 1 if policy δi is selected and to 0 otherwise. Also, define F “ tpi, jq P

t1, . . . , 2ζu2 | i ă j, Eδi X Eδj ‰ H_ SAδi X SAδj ‰ Hu as the set of pairs of incompatible policies.

(P): min
w

2ζ
ÿ

i“1

wiϕ
cpδiq (16)

subject to: wi ` wj ď 1, @pi, jq P F (17)

wi P t0, 1u, @i P t1, . . . , 2ζu. (18)

Constraints (17) ensure that only pairwise compatible policies are selected, while the objective function

guarantees the selection of only improving policies. Therefore, the policy adopted in Step 15 belongs

to Π̄pxq.

Next, we describe the function findElementaryDecision (Algorithm 9) invoked in Step 9 of Al-

gorithm 8 and which aims at finding a good elementary decision from the current solution x in the

subproblem C̄pxq with a number of modifications that does not exceed ϕ̄n. It starts in Step 1 by

finding the search order pY1, Y2, Y3, Y4q of the disruption types as discussed in Section 3.3, where

Yi P tS,X, SA,XAu and Yi ‰ Yj if i ‰ j. In the search order pY1, Y2, Y3, Y4q, we first stimulate in

Step 4 a disruption pg of type Yi using the corresponding function stimulateDisruptionYi (see Al-
gorithms 3–6) before seeking an elementary decision d´ P Dpxq, restricted to the subproblem C̄pxq,
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using the function correctDisruption (Step 6). If d´ exists, this decision is returned. Otherwise, we

repeat with the next disruption type.

Algorithm 8 : Function parallelResolution

input : current solution x;
number of subproblems ζ;

output : policy δ;
number of active subproblems a;

1 CE ÐclusteringEpx, ζq, CA ÐclusteringApx, ζq;

2 pC1pxq, C2pxq, . . . , C2ζpxqq Ð CE Y CA;
3 reserveThreadsp2ζq;
4 foreach thread i do
5 δi Ð pq, ai Ð 0, flag Ð true;
6 while φnpδiq ă Φn and flag “ true do
7 flag Ð false;
8 ϕ̄n Ð Φn ´ φnpδiq;

9 d´ ÐfindElementaryDecisionpCipxq, ϕ̄nq;
10 if d´ ‰ NIL then
11 δi Ð δi ‘ pd

´q;
12 flag Ð true;

13 if δi ‰ pq then ai Ð 1;

14 w Ð solveModel(P);

15 δ Ð
À2ζ
i“1 wiδi;

16 aÐ
ř2ζ
i“1 ai;

17 return pδ, aq;

Algorithm 9 : Function findElementaryDecision

input : subproblem C̄pxq “ pĒ, S̄Apxqq;
maximum number of modifications ϕ̄n;

output : elementary decision d´;

1 pY1, Y2, Y3, Y4q Ð ordertSA,XA, S,Xu;
2 iÐ 1;
3 for i P t1, . . . , 4u do
4 pg Ð stimulateDisruptionYipC̄q;
5 if pg ‰NIL then
6 d´ Ð correctDisruptionpC̄, pg, ϕ̄nq;
7 if d´ exists then
8 return d´;

9 return NIL;

Function correctDisruption performs a truncated enumeration of the possible elementary deci-

sions starting with the generating decision pg0. It is inspired by the heuristic of Hassani et al. [15] and

presented in Algorithm 10. The elementary decisions generated during the execution of this function

are stored in the set D. The set S contains the generating decision sequences currently under study.

When one of these sequences does not yield a feasible solution (i.e., it is not an elementary decision), it

is extended in different ways and the resulting sequences are added to the set S`. This function starts

with a single sequence, composed of the generating decision pg0, in the set S (Step 1). It then goes into

a repeat loop that checks for each sequence of σ in S if each employee’s schedule is feasible (Step 5).

This verification is performed by the function employeesWithInfeasibleSchedule, which returns all

employees E with an infeasible schedule. If this set is empty and the number of modifications asso-

ciated with the sequence σ does not exceed the maximum allowed ϕ̄n (Step 6), then this sequence is

added to D. Otherwise, the function lengthenSequence is called in Step 9 to create new sequences,

which are obtained each by adding another generating decision to σ. Such a generating decision must

correct the schedule of at least one employee of E. The repeat loop stops when no sequences need

to be extended or when the maximum number of generating decisions reaches a predefined limit ng.
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In the end, the function correctDisruption returns the elementary decision, d´, with the least cost

(Steps 12–13).

Algorithm 10 : Function correctDisruption

input : subproblem C̄pxq “ pĒ, S̄Apxqq;
maximum number of modifications ϕ̄n;
maximum number of generating decisions ng ;
generating decision pg0;

output : elementary decision d´;

1 D ÐH, κÐ 1, S Ð tppg0qu;
2 repeat
3 S` ÐH;
4 for σ P S do
5 E Ð employeesWithInfeasibleSchedulepĒ, σq ;
6 if E “ H and ϕnpσq ď ϕ̄n then
7 D Ð D Y tσu;

8 else
9 S` Ð S` Y lengthenSequencepC̄, σ, Eq ;

10 S Ð S`, κÐ κ` 1;

11 until S “ H or κ “ ng ;

12 d´ Ð arg min
dPD

cd;

13 return d´;

Finally, the function modifySolution (Algorithm 11), which is called in Step 16 of Algorithm 7

to diversify the search, modifies the current solution x by changing the schedule of nP employees. We

choose the employees who work the most in solution x. We transform, thereafter, all shifts assigned

to those employees to anonymous shifts (Steps 5–6). This yields a new solution x̄ with at least nP

non-working employees and new anonymous shifts. In the next intensification phase, PSDH will seek

to assign these new anonymous shifts to employees and balance the total time worked by employees.

We denote by cM the added cost due to these modifications.

Algorithm 11 : Function modifySolution

input : feasible solution x;
number of schedules to modify nP ;

output : modified feasible solution x̄;
cost of modification cM ;

1 k Ð |KL|, iÐ 0, x̄Ð x;
2 foreach e P E X Expkq do
3 iÐ i` 1;
4 foreach h P H | Sxpe, hq ‰ s0phq do
5 SApx̄q Ð SApx̄q Y tSxpe, hqu;
6 Sx̄pe, hq Ð s0phq;

7 if i “ |E X Expkq| then k Ð k ´ 1;

8 if i “ nP then
9 cM Ð cJx̄´ cJx;

10 return px̄, cM q;

4 Numerical results

To test the efficiency of PSDH, we carried out experimental tests on real instances. For these tests,

we compared PSDH to three other algorithms:

- an exact algorithm E that we use as a reference for the quality of the solutions returned by

PSDH and that solves model (1)–(11) using the parallel mixed-integer programming CPLEX

solver (version 12.9.0.0);
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- two heuristics, H1 and H2, which represent commonly used heuristic variants of the exact algo-

rithm obtained by restricting the set of shifts considered (see below) and by applying a tolerance

on the optimality gap of 0.01%.

All algorithms were implemented in C++. All tests were run on a Linux machine equipped with a 12-

core (2 threads per core) Intel Core i7 processor clocked at 3.4 GHz with 16 GB RAM. The OpenMP

interface was used for parallel computing on shared memory architecture.

In Section 4.1, we describe the instances used, the subsets of shifts considered in heuristics H1

and H2, and the parameter setting of PSDH. In Section 4.2, we analyze the results obtained.

4.1 Instances, shift subsets and PSDH parameter setting

Our industrial partner provided us with 14 real instances for which the number of employees varies

between 17 and 94 and the number of jobs varies between 2 and 10. Over a one-week horizon divided in

15-minute periods, we have a demand, expressed by a number of employees, for each period and each

job in W. For each employee e P E , we have his qualifications We, his availability Pe, the minimum

duration le and maximum duration l̄e of authorized work per day, and the minimum rest duration re
required between two consecutive shifts. In addition, we have the minimum length lA and maximum

length l̄A for anonymous shifts, namely, 16 and 40 periods (4 and 10 hours), respectively. The minimum

number of days off per week and minimum number of periods of rest between two consecutive shifts

are set as follows: nO “ 2 days and nR “ 48 periods (12 hours).

From these instances, we generated new instances1 by modifying the qualifications or availability

of employees, keeping only instances that have a structure that is sufficiently different from that of

their corresponding initial instance. In total, there are 33 test instances. The instances are denoted

Inm, where m P t1, . . . , 14u is the number of the original instance and n is a number attributed to the

specific instance derived from original instance m (n “ 1 is the original instance and n ą 1 indicates

a modified instance). For example, I1
4 is the fourth original instance and I3

4 is the second instance

(n´ 1 “ 2) constructed from the fourth original instance. Some characteristics of these instances are

shown in Table 1, namely, the number of employees (# emp), the number of jobs (# jobs), the average

and maximum number of qualified jobs per employee (# jobs/emp), the maximum demand per job

and period (max dem) and the total numbers of personalized and anonymous shifts in the sets Seh and

SAh (# shifts).

To generate for each day h P H the set of potential shifts Seh for each employee e P E and the

set of anonymous shifts SAh , we define p`, the increment step of the start time of the shifts. Then,

beginning with the first available period of employee e on day h, if any, we add in Seh the shifts of all

valid durations but only at every p` starting periods. The same rule is applied to build set SAh . It is

easy to see that when p` “ 1, the generation of shifts is exhaustive (algorithm E). For heuristics H1

and H2, we used an increment step p` “ 2 and p` “ 3, respectively.

Table 2 presents the PSDH parameter values used for our tests. These values were selected based

on preliminary computational results.

4.2 Results and analysis

We start by presenting the results obtained by the three algorithms H1, H2 and E in Table 3. In

fact, we consider the results of three variants of algorithm E that were executed with a tolerance on

the optimality gap of 5%, 1%, and 0.01%. For each instance, Table 3 indicates the total wall-clocked

computational times (T ) in seconds required for all algorithms. Furthermore, using the solution

returned by algorithm E as a reference, it also reports the relative error (Err) made by the other

algorithms (as well as PSDH below). The last row in this table provides averages over all instances.

1In agreement with our industrial partner Kronos, the instances will be published on a public website if the paper is
accepted for publication.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the instances

Instance
# jobs/emp max # shifts

# emp # jobs avg max dem personalized anonymous

I1
1 17 2 1.2 2 5 278894 24150
I2
1 17 2 1.2 2 5 418796 24150
I3
1 17 2 2 2 5 427028 24150
I1
2 27 2 1.1 2 7 193635 24150
I2
2 27 2 2 2 7 531272 24150
I3
2 27 2 1.1 2 7 166494 24150
I1
3 34 2 2 2 10 904816 48300
I2
3 34 2 2 2 10 1675184 48300
I3
3 34 2 2 2 10 606824 48300
I1
4 54 2 2 2 14 332988 24150
I2
4 54 2 1.2 2 14 219412 24150
I3
4 54 2 2 2 14 1062544 24150
I1
5 34 4 2.4 4 5 901068 48300
I2
5 34 4 4 4 5 1675184 48300
I3
5 34 4 2.4 4 5 891356 48300
I1
6 47 4 2.3 4 7 503636 48300
I2
6 47 4 4 4 7 1222095 48300
I3
6 47 4 2.3 4 7 649700 48300
I1
7 54 4 2.6 4 7 774540 48300
I2
7 54 4 2.6 4 7 762806 48300
I1
8 94 4 4 4 14 1056634 48300
I1
9 25 5 5 5 10 2727718 60375
I2
9 25 5 2.9 5 10 1625464 60375
I1
10 50 5 5 5 20 4445674 60375
I2
10 50 5 5 5 20 5455436 60375
I3
10 50 5 2.1 4 20 1294363 60375
I1
11 37 7 4.8 7 6 2523292 84525
I2
11 37 7 7 7 6 4300065 84525
I3
11 37 7 4.8 7 6 1136583 84525
I1
12 72 7 7 7 12 5467202 84525
I1
13 94 8 8 8 7 2014544 96600
I1
14 50 10 10 10 10 10910872 120750
I2
14 50 10 10 10 10 4343500 120750

Table 2: PSDH parameter values

Parameter Value

νY0 0.1 for all Y P tS,X, SA,XAu
dist0 0.5
c0 -20
ε 0.05

ng 2
ζ 4 if |E| ă 30

6 if 30 ď |E| ă 50
10 if 50 ď |E| ă 70
12 if 70 ď |E| ă 100

First, we notice that obtaining a near-optimal solution (i.e., within an optimality gap of 0.01%) is

very time-consuming, as expected, because algorithm E takes into consideration all feasible shifts for

each employee, as well as all possible anonymous shifts (p` “ 1). Note that the algorithm E variants

that consider an optimality gap of 1% and 5% yield solutions with an average relative error that is

much less than the tolerance (0.36% and 1.87%, respectively), but the computational times remain

relatively important (with averages of 1881 and 1257 seconds, respectively).

For Algorithm H1, we consider a smaller number of shifts, which reduces the computational times.

However, this reduction is not significant enough in most instances. We also obtain errors greater

than 5% for 24.2% of the instances. With Algorithm H2, the errors are between 6.2% and 17.9%,

whereas the computational times range from 10 minutes to 251 minutes for 30.3% of the instances. It

can be concluded that increasing the increment step p` during a priori shift generation reduces the
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Table 3: Results of algorithms E, H1 and H2

Algo H1 Algo H2 Algo E (5%) Algo E (1%) Algo E

Instance Err (%) T (s) Err (%) T (s) Err (%) T (s) Err (%) T (s) T (s)

I1
1 3.3 42 9.0 27 0.2 42 0.2 119 146
I2
1 2.2 79 7.8 23 0.1 101 0.1 98 125
I3
1 2.0 50 8.2 49 0 147 0 151 149
I1
2 4.2 160 11.1 102 0.2 175 0.1 186 981
I2
2 4.9 180 9.8 216 0.2 490 0.2 489 1737
I3
2 4.2 267 10.0 172 1.2 403 0.9 398 1112
I1
3 3.3 71 9.7 27 0.1 119 0 119 168
I2
3 3.4 40 9.3 26 0.1 103 0.1 102 152
I3
3 3.3 37 9.1 27 4.8 64 0 88 100
I1
4 4.2 1542 11.2 890 2.3 428 0.2 435 7674
I2
4 3.9 1814 10.8 226 0.4 407 0.4 406 6454
I3
4 4.2 1454 9.8 2223 0.9 781 0.9 778 9158
I1
5 3.3 247 9.7 65 3.2 287 0.1 306 455
I2
5 4.6 613 9.0 112 3.3 820 1 819 1712
I3
5 3.3 144 8.8 1068 0.2 913 0.2 918 933
I1
6 2.8 648 7.7 407 0.9 228 0.9 230 5375
I2
6 2.9 1914 6.6 385 4.7 1641 1 2123 10119
I3
6 2.4 10037 6.2 855 4.9 3157 0 10073 10084
I1
7 4.1 5031 11.0 4663 1.7 1443 0.7 1516 10081
I2
7 4.2 2816 10.6 10033 2.6 1390 0.7 1409 9882
I1
8 2.7 18589 7.7 574 4.3 2992 0.5 13608 20100
I1
9 5.2 286 13.9 166 0.3 596 0.3 572 601
I2
9 5.1 168 13.6 147 0 246 0 251 346
I1
10 5.4 459 11.3 303 0.6 1017 0.6 1013 1025
I2
10 4.0 451 13.4 286 0 1095 0 1084 1105
I3
10 4.7 293 13.6 115 1.2 574 0.9 683 851
I1
11 6.9 425 17.2 213 4.3 2054 0.7 2027 2621
I2
11 6.0 382 15.4 382 5 766 0.3 787 896
I3
11 4.3 978 17.9 208 1.8 978 0.2 830 1068
I1
12 6.8 19696 6.8 15113 3.5 4192 0 6762 18874
I1
13 2.7 20230 7.6 1730 0.5 5100 0.5 5104 20451
I1
14 5.2 1875 13.9 1372 3.5 4381 0 4299 5840
I2
14 5.8 1807 11.2 1262 4.9 4339 0.3 4286 4266

Average 4.11 2813 10.60 1317 1.87 1257 0.36 1881 4686

computational time but at the expense of significantly deteriorating solution quality. Furthermore, our

results show that it seems more efficient to use algorithm E with a prefixed tolerance on the optimality

gap than to use an approximate model with a reduced set of potential shifts (algorithms H1 and H2).

PSDH, in contrast, is a dynamic algorithm that is not based on the initial generation of a potential

set of shifts. Indeed, it modifies the shifts present in the current solution during the resolution, using

the generating decisions gS , gX , gSA and gXA, in order to create new ones. On the other hand,

PSDH requires an initial solution x0. To compute this solution, we applied another heuristic variant

of algorithm E where the objective function aims only at minimizing the over-coverage penalties.

The resulting schedule is characterized by the significant presence of anonymous shifts, as well as a

significant difference in the total time worked by each employee (the value varpPx0
pEqq is close to

1). Even though the solution x0 has a very significant error (between 45.3% and 106% for the tested

instances), it represents a very rich field to find elementary decisions with a negative cost.

Figure 1 (where the error is given as a function of time for two selected instances) demonstrates

how the error decreases rapidly in the first phase of the solution process. When PSDH starts to take

longer to improve on the current solution (when the triangles in Figure 1 become more spaced apart),

it calls the function modifySolution, resulting in an error peak (due to the added modification cost

cM ). In the same figure, we observe how PSDH can in some cases quickly shifts to an improved solution

compared to the one found before the function modifySolution is called.

Table 4 discloses the results obtained by PSDH on all test instances. Its columns are divided in

three parts. Columns 2 and 3 indicate the error of the initial solution and the computational time
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Figure 1: Reduced error in terms of time for instances I1
4 and I2

14

required to compute it. As mentioned above, the average quality of these solutions is poor (with an

average error of 65%) but they are computed in an average time of 59 seconds, which is negligible

compared to the average times obtained in Table 3.

Table 4: PSDH results

Instance
Initial solution PSDH PSDH-600s

Err (%) T (s) Err (%) T (s) Err (%) Gain (%)

I1
1 63.4 12 1.1 20 1.1 0
I2
1 63.8 12 0.5 5 0.3 34
I3
1 53.8 12 0.9 29 0.9 0
I1
2 71.1 9 2.2 49 1.4 36
I2
2 59.7 14 0.2 27 0.2 12
I3
2 71.1 9 2.4 54 1.8 25
I1
3 76.2 27 4.7 63 4.3 7
I2
3 81.1 12 5.5 103 2.0 64
I3
3 79.2 12 4.5 61 1.7 63
I1
4 74.5 10 2.4 88 1.8 25
I2
4 74.5 7 3.1 98 2.4 23
I3
4 62.4 18 0.7 63 0.7 0
I1
5 73.2 30 4.4 39 4.4 0
I2
5 58.4 41 1.7 19 1.3 25
I3
5 74.7 28 0.6 39 0.6 0
I1
6 53.7 22 4.0 164 4.0 0
I2
6 38.1 36 0.9 70 0.9 2
I3
6 51.4 33 0.9 74 0.4 56
I1
7 65.8 24 4.3 56 2.0 54
I2
7 65.7 24 1.9 114 2.0 0
I1
8 51.2 28 2.6 309 2.6 0
I1
9 56.9 65 1.3 61 0.2 84
I2
9 55.9 25 2.7 30 2.7 0
I1
10 59.2 91 3.9 345 1.6 58
I2
10 58.9 93 1.1 212 1.1 0
I3
10 59.4 35 2.3 212 1.8 22
I1
11 62.7 82 0.2 53 0.1 76
I2
11 66.7 83 0.04 92 0.04 0
I3
11 62.4 84 0.4 44 0.4 0
I1
12 71.6 132 1.4 117 1.2 12
I1
13 45.3 118 3.2 273 1.0 68
I1
14 105.0 356 0.4 541 0.4 0
I2
14 106.1 355 0.0 319 0 0

Average 65.85 59 2.01 116 1.43 22.6

The next two columns provide the same statistics for PSDH (here, Time excludes the time to

compute the initial solution). We can see that for each instance, except for instance I2
3 , we obtain

an acceptable error (less than 5%), in an average time of 175 seconds (including the time to compute

the initial solution). For 82% of the instances, this time is less than 5 minutes. Consequently, PSDH

succeeds to compute good-quality solutions (with an average error of 2.01%) much faster than the

variants of algorithm E. The difference in the computational times is more striking for the largest

instances, namely, the 13 instances with 50 employees or more: the average time for PSDH (including

the time to compute x0) is 311 seconds, while algorithm E with a tolerance of 5% requires 2165
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seconds on average to produce solutions with approximately the same average error (see Table 3).

For these instances, PSDH yields an average error of 2.10%, which is very acceptable given the usual

precision of the demand forecast (the average error is 2.03% for the solutions produced by algorithm

E with a 5% tolerance). Note that, according to our industrial partner, fast computational times are

highly valuable for large retail companies with a very large number of branches that compute all their

employee schedules at a central location or using a cloud computing service which they pay according

to the computational time used.

Finally, the last two columns report the results of a slightly modified version of PSDH, denoted

PSDH-600s. In fact, the only difference concerns the stopping criterion in Step 12 of Algorithm 7

which is replaced by a time limit of 600 seconds (excluding the time to compute the initial solution).

These results permits to assess the ability of PSDH to compute a better solution when additional time

is allowed. The first of these two columns specify the error obtained and the second the percentage

of gain on the error with respect to the original version of PSDH. As it can be observed, allowing

more time can reduce the error for 19 of the 33 test instances, with an average reduction percentage

of 22.6%. This percentage is very significant for some instances (reaching 84% for instance I1
9 ). For

the other instances where this percentage is low or zero, except I1
3 and I1

5 , we notice that the solution

found by PSDH is already of very good quality, and PSDH-600s is unable to surpass it in quality.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we considered the problem of optimizing a personnel schedule in a context where

employees can be assigned to a wide variety of shifts, starting and ending at various times. We

proposed a fast heuristic, PSDH, based on the stimulation/correction of certain disruptions. The

choice of the disruption type is based on scores that approximate the probability that correcting such

a disruption will yield a better solution. The use of two clustering algorithms, as well as the notion of

compatibility between policies, allowed us to use parallel computing. Computational results obtained

on 33 instances (14 of which are real) have shown the effectiveness of PSDH. For 97% of the tested

instances, PSDH found solutions that can be deemed of very good quality (error less than 5%) and,

for 82% of the instances, these solutions were computed in less than 5 minutes. The tests also proved

the effectiveness of the dynamic generation of the potential shifts.

We believe that PSDH can be applied in other contexts. Doing so will require two adaptations:

(i) adapting the generating decisions to the new context, and (ii) adapting the scores νY . We also

envision that a solution found by PSDH will be easily re-optimizable when minor or large disruptions

are revealed, or in case of interactive optimization. Indeed, any modification imposed on the solution

found can be viewed as a call to the function modifySolution. Thus, changes between employee

schedules will be flexible during re-optimization, given that the solution to be re-optimized had been

found with the same types of modifications.
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